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Star citizen manual quantum drive

Uasset Extraction: Available under CC-BY-SA during construction, engine, drive editing comments unless specifically stated driving community content under shared construction engine. More Star Citizen Wiki quantum drives are engine types based on the manipulation of quantum media that allow ships to traverse vast distances in open space in a
reasonable time. The quantum drive of how it works is essentially an arcubière drive, creating a bubble around the ship that deflates the space ahead while directly expanding backwards. This process includes the operation of energy density around the ship. It is shrinking and expanding the space around you, so your reference frame will remain the same and
the one inside the bubble will not feel the effect of acceleration. [1] Quantum fuels (purified from quantanium) are fuel sources used to create the negative energy density required around ships. Converting quantum materials into negative energy fields requires a lot of power. Such fields generat a significant amount of heat. The continuous operation of the
drive generates more heat than almost all ships can absorb, but the larger the ship, the greater the capacity for both power generation and cooling, and the faster the smaller ship accumulates heat. [1] Restrictions Currently, quantum ships can travel at speeds of up to 0.2c, or 20% of the speed of light, when traveling long distances. A short journey does not
approach 0.2c. The movement speed also varies greatly depending on the specific quantum drive installed, mainly based on its size. For example, an S3 drive (commonly found on capital ships) is about twice as fast as an S1 drive (typically found on a single-seat ship). Larger ships have advantages because there is more space for generators and cooling
units. Idris is a good example in its huge reactor room and its cooling bath. It's too cold to get to the point where the big ships need to shut down. For this reason, larger ships can move Quantum for a longer time compared to smaller ships that do not spend nearly as much space on power generation or cooling. This is also why really small ships like Merlin
don't have quantum drives at all. They have no room for the minimum power and cooling required for quantum drives. [1] Fleet deactivation quantum drive long jump, especially in small quantum drives, overheating may occur and the ship may fall out of the quantum. This can be avoided by turning off extra power drains such as weapons or overclocking
quantum drives or coolers. There is also a cooldown time after using the drive. Quantum movement requires a spool of drives. The spool time will vary depending on the expected travel distance. Players will also have to waitThe quantum drive is calibrated before activating the selected destination. It can prevent another ship from spooling as a means of
stopping the escape of prey, such as EMP. However, this does not apply to spline quantum jumps that curve around nearby system bodies. Sabotage is the act of pulling another ship out of quantum, an ambush tactic used for both tactical engagement and piracy. NpCs can interfere with players spawning asteroid clusters that provide a playing field where
ambushes take place, rather than simply being open spaces, as they almost certainly do without this spawning mechanic. Jump drive quantum drives can be upgraded with jump drives to allow the use of jump points. Users of quantum forced quantum drives must be aware of the quantum coercion techniques used to stop or deactivate quantum drives.
Quantum forced devices (QEDs) can generate quantum snares that pull ships out of active quantum pathways, or quantum attenuation to prevent activation and spooling of quantum drives connecting quantum connecting fleets, activating quantum drive quantum drives, linking together, and group jumping. By synchronizing the group of ships, the jump leader
can select the destination, and after waiting for all the ships to calibrate, the group of ships can be instructed to automatically jump to the destination. This simplifies group movement and makes it easier for fleets to adjust their jumps. Quantum destination Quantum travel requires target destinations, and these come in five forms: systems such as planets,
moons, and asteroids. Lagrange refers to Lagrange, defined by the first three letters with numbers. The Lagrange point in this context is the position of outer space on a planet who is disabled by the gravitational effect of the planet. In real life, objects in this place remain in place against the planet. The planet has five Lagrange points, and in Star Citizen these
places are usually home to rest stops, but not always. L1 is located towards the gravitational ruler of the system from the planet. L2 is farther away than L1 towards the edge of the system from the planet. To the gravitational ruler, L3 is on the other side of the planet and therefore in the same orbit. L4 and L5 are also in the same orbit, forming an equal triangle
with gravity governors. L3, L4 and L5 ensure that they are always mobile from anywhere in the system. Orbital marker (OM) planets and moons typically have six orbital markers in high orbit far from the atmosphere. OM-3 is above the North Pole and OM-6 is above the South Pole. Four others.Ethrity around the equator. OEMs allow you to quickly move
around a planet to obscure the target of your destination or reach an unmarked planetary position. Geodesic markers (GM) GNs allow quantum transfer of planets and moons to the upper atmosphere, allowing quick access to the surface. These usually correspond to settlements or landmarks on the ground. The dedicated landing zone has unique markers to
distinguish it from other less important landmarks. Quantum Beacon This is a deployable satellite that broadcasts quantum destination markers. They can usually be encountered on missions and turned off to prevent others from arriving via quantum travel. On May 3, 2075, the first freestanding quantum drive engine was completed by Dr. Scott Childress with
the RSI team. This device is called a quantum core engine. It was possible to travel in space at 1% of the speed of light. The space travel industry was born all night, and spaceflight for civilians became possible. [3] In 2214, RSI released the Poseidon fusion engine, pushing the new speed limit for space travel to 10 percent of the speed of light, or 18,600
miles per second. [5] Reference Quantum Travel is a way for Star Citizen players to navigate the vast distances between planetary bodies of poetry, whether you're traveling to a surface outpost in Yela to pick up suspicious material or meeting friends at an M&V bar in Lawville, the quantum drive of your ship will help you move around poetry. There are three
steps to perform quantum jumping - set your destination, prepare your quantum drive (called spooling) and hit JUMP at the end! This device provides a huge amount of information and features, and especially for this guide, it provides access to star maps. This map shows where you're around verse to explore. Star Map Control F2 | View Star Map Mouse
Scroll | Zoom left mouse in/out | Rotate view with right mouse | Press Press F2 to drag the view to access the star map. A view of your current location is displayed. Double-click on the point you want to zoom in on that location and get a more detailed overview, including landing zones such as cities and outposts. Select the destination you want and select
Route Settings at the top of the screen. At the top left, you're seeing details about your route, including how much quantum fuel you need and how many jumps are made along the way. Quantum jump now, its time to spool that quantum drive! Press F2 to close the mobiglass. A new marker will appear on your screen pointing to your quantum jump destination.
Match your ship's direction markers to your jump location and your ship's computerStart calculating quantum jumps. A waiting spool appears at the top of the calibration HUD. When you press B to start spooling the quantum drive, the completion rate appears at the top of the HUD. Once both hit 100%, you're ready to go. Press B to start quantum jumping and
hold to enjoy the journey! As before, you can press F2 to display a star chart and look around the planet to see the points of interest, but when you're close to the surface, you can simply press B to enable quantum drive, and a new marker will appear on the surface that specifies the point of interest. Solid hexagonal markers are on your side of the planetary
body, while dashed hexagonal markers are on the other side of the planetary body. To start the jump calculation, align your ship to one of the markers. If the quantum drive is already spooled, wait until the calculation is 100%, and then press B to start the quantum jump. Once the jump is successfully completed, it will reach the surface 60km from your
destination, perfect for jumping and landing at your chosen location. Travel to friends Instead of choosing a physical destination on the star map, you'll see fellow citizens show up at their current location. When you select in the star map and press Set Route, MobiGlas will automatically set the route. All you need to do is jump!
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